[Epidemiology of infectious diseases in children in the old states of the Federal Republic of Germany].
This study was done to describe the epidemiology of infectious diseases in children living in the old countries of the Federal Republic of Germany. After an intensive search for literature, data about notifiable diseases, data from insurance agencies and a random test from 700 charts of a general pediatrician were reviewed and analysed in a standardized way for their validity. No single review article on this topic was found. Estimates about the frequency of some specific infectious diseases as well as data about notifiable diseases proved to be unreliable and not useful from a scientific point of view. Published insurance data suggested, that infectious diseases may contribute comparatively little to the morbidity of the population. In contrast, chart analysis revealed that every second visit at a pediatrician's office was prompted by an infectious disease. It is concluded, that there are only insufficient and unreliable data about the epidemiology of infectious diseases in children in the western part of the FRG and that this unsatisfying situation could be changed by using the technique of representative evaluation.